

































P.O. Box 2507, Pomona, California 91766
THEORETICAL
PREDICTION OF INTERFERENCE LOADING
ON AIRCRAFT STORES; PART III -
PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL
SUMMARY
A FORTRAN program is described for predicting interference loading
on aircraft stores. An analysis of the program is presented from a
programmer's point of view, including program organization, subroutine
explanations, and FORTRAN variable definitions. This information
is intended for use in any program modification, extension, or trouble-
shooting efforts. This manual is supplementary to the separately
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INTRODUCTION
The computer program described here Is designed to predict
aerodynamic interference loadings on aircraft stores. Actually,
three related programs are involved. References 1 and 2 supply the user
information and the technical Information needed by the engineer to
apply these programs. This manual presents the programming details
of the method, intended to allow the programmer to make modifications
to the computer coding. The reader need not be familiar with the
technical and engineering aspects of the program as contained In
References 1 and 2. It is assumed that the reader is familiar with basic
FORTRAN programming techniques. Also, ANSI flowcharting standards
have been used here (Reference 3).
Several possible programming modifications come to mind which
may better adapt the program to the user's particular requirements.
For example, adding a plotting routine would aid in more efficient
output analysis. Also, output (interference coefficients) could be
accumulatively added for stacked runs, and the total outputted at
the end. This would allow efficient separation of the interference
from the different components of the aircraft. Some Intermediate
values may be of special Interest, such as velocity field data or
store load distribution data per unit length; such data may be
printed or punched out for use In other programs. Dimensions may
be decreased to save space or Increased to extend capability.
Unused portions of the program may be removed to save space or time.
Additional error signal print-out may be helpful.
A word of caution on program modifications is required; any
modification, however slight, is not to be taken lightly. A thorough
check-out should be made for each change. This program is very
interdependent. Many variable locations are used more than once to
save space. This increases the possibility of error. The information
contained in this manual should be reviewed thoroughly before any
programming changes are attempted.
This FORTRAN program has been made to run on the Control Data
Corporation 6400 digital computer, using extended FORTRAN, version
2.0. The compiler operates in conjunction with version 1.1 COMPASS
assembly language processor under the control of the SCOPE operating
system, version 3.3. The computer codes are available through COSMIC
(computer software management and information center). Requests should
be directed to "COSMIC, Unlversiry of Georgia, Athens, Georgia, 30601."
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PROGRAM ORGANIZATION
The prediction method consists of two separate main programs,
called STORLD and SHOCK. Program SHOCK is a supplementary program,
used to calculate inputs sometimes required for application of program
STORLD to supersonic flow. The organization of program STORLD will
be presented here; program SHOCK is discussed separately in
APPENDIX A.
There exist two versions of program STORLD (store load), one for
subsonic flow and one for supersonic flow. These two programs are
composed of three groups of subroutines. The first group, referred
to here as the "dual group", is applicable to both subsonic flow and
supersonic flow and is duplicated in the two programs. The second group
is applicable to subsonic flow only, and the third group is applicable
to supersonic flow only. The following discussion is, therefore,
organized by subroutine group rather than by program."
The overall logical flow of program STORLD is presented in
Figure 1. This is a flowchart of the main program itself, which is
very short and serves only to organize the procedure. This procedure
permits run stacking for store location, store geometry, and aircraft
geometry as shown.
The network of communication between program STORLD and its
subroutines is shown in Figure 2 and in the continuation networks
FIGURE 1
PROGRAM STORLD LOGICAL FLOW
f START j
IGO = 3
of Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6. Figure 2 shows subroutines AIRCFT
and PARTS with continuation symbols A and B. These two subroutines
serve as an interface between the dual group of subroutines and the
other two groups. Network continuations .A and B are shown in Figures
3 and 4 for the "subsonic" group of subroutines. Network continuations
A and B are shown in Figures 5 and 6 for the "supersonic" group of
subroutines. The purpose of each of the subroutines is presented

































































































The purpose of each subroutine will now be explained. An attempt
has been made to give enough Information here so that the computer
coding can be examined with some knowledge of what computations are
being performed and how they relate to the total program. Flowcharts
for many subroutines are Included. However, flowcharts are omitted
in cases where they would be trivial, such as for subroutines with
straight-forward flow logic. In these cases, a verbal explanation Is
used. Definitions to key variables are given to help in quick
understanding of the operations In each subroutine. A more extensive
list of variables is given in the next section.
The subroutines for Program STORLD are presented In alphabetical
order in three groups, listed in Table I.
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TABLE I
Subroutine List1 for Program STORLD



































































































































Subroutine BODFN (body function)




Output: Computes nose surface slopes through SLOPE; computes nose
source and doublet strengths through NOSEFNj prints all input and
computed data; transforms nose to an equivalent shape to account for
shock effects in supersonic flow.
13
Subroutine CRSFLW (crossflow)
Prupose: To perform operations on the interference velocity field
necessary for computing.store loads.
Called from: INFLUN
Calls: SLOPE
Input: Velocity field, store roll angle.
Output: 1) crossflow angle of attack field in pitch and yaw acting
at store body; 2) crossflow angle of attack field in pitch and yaw acting
on store fins; 3) buoyancy pressure field acting on store body;
4) axial derivitive of body crossflow field; 5) roll velocity field
acting on store fins.
Definitions
K •» index for axial location of field point.
UQ, = velocity field due to aircraft angle of attack (U(I=1, 2,3)=
u, v, w),
UT = velocity field due to aircraft thickness (U(I=4, 5, 6) =
UT, VT, WT)
UA = total velocity field due to aircraft
Ul, VI, Wl ** velocity field (u, v, w) averaged axially so that
trapezoidal integration of the velocity versus XC
curve gives correct area.
ALZ, ALY = vertical and lateral crossflow angle acting on store body.
BZ, BY = vertical and lateral buoyancy parameter acting on store body.
WS„ VS = vertical and lateral velocity parameter at store fin root
(skinline)
WD, VD = spanwise rate of change of vertical and lateral velocity
parameter from fin root to tip,
ARS = roll velocity parameter at fin root,
ARD = spanwise rate of change of fin roll velocity parameter from
root to tip
ALZD, ALYD = axial derivitive of ALZ, ALY.
XC = field at axial location In wing coordinates.
FTM = maximum fin span from axis to tip, divided by body radius.
14
FIGURE 7

















XC, ALY. VS, VD ,
BY, ALYD,
FOR K = 1, NK
WRITE
XC, ALZ, WS, WD
BZ, ALZD, ARS, ARD








Purpose: To calculate aircraft interference velocity field acting
at the store over the length of the traverse line.
Called from: STORLD (main program)
Calls: PARTS (through PARTS to WING, PYLON, STRIP, NOSE).
Input: Store traverse line location, computation mode indicators.
















interference velocity field (u, v, w, u^, vj
if IB = 1, compute velocities at J =1, 4 so that
buoyancy on store may be computed. IB = 0, compute
velocity at J = I1 only (see sketch)
if IA = 0, compute velocity at J = I1 and interpolate
from J = 6, 8 to get J = 1, 4 reducing computing time
by 5/8 (see sketch)
number of axial sections at which to write velocities
maximum store fin span from axis to tip, divided by body
radius
store diameter
distance along traverse line from reference point to field
point (+ = forward)
length of traverse line
X index
number of axial sections on traverse line
index of field point location in Y-Z plane (see sketch)
store roll angle
field point location in wing coordinates
field point location in nose coordinates
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STORE CROSS SECTION SHOWING
FIELD POINT LOCATION AS A


































U (J = 5, 8)
TO U U = 1. 4)
INTERPOLATE
U (J = 5, 8)
AND U (J = V)
FOR U (J = 1,4)
o- EQUATEU (J = 1, 8)TOU (J = V)
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Subroutine INFLUN (influence)
Purpose: to calculate the interference force and moment coefficients
on the store
Called from: STORLD (main program)
Calls: CRSFLW
Input: store geometry and aerodynamics, interference crossflow
velocity field
Output: interference force and moment coefficients
Definitions (FORTRAN names noted)
a = angle of attack (ALFW, ALFM)
X = distance along traverse line from store CG to reference point
location
C's = force and moment coefficients in pitch and yaw, summed over
store length (CNZ, CNY, CMZ, CMY)
NMS = number of store axial sections
DELX = store section axial length
0 = store fin roll angle (ROLL)
CR's = C's rotated to 0 orientation (body axis) (CNZR, CNYR,
CMZR, CMYR)
XT = traverse length
19
FIGURE 9























X = X JK DELX
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Subroutine MATAD (matrix addition)
Purpose: add column matrix B to column matrix A





Comments: When called from PARTS, B Is the velocity at one field
point produced by one aircraft component (wing, strip, pylon, or nose).
B(I = 1, 6) = u, v, w, UT, VT, WT. B is accumulated in A to get the
total flow velocity. When B is the nose velocity field, (u, w) and
(u^ , WT) are rotated through the angle ALFNW to transform from nose
coordinates to wing coordinates.
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Subroutine SLOPE
Purpose: to compute the first derivative of array R versus array X.
Called from: (subsonic program) INTERP; (dual program) BODFN,
CRSFLW.
Calls: (none)
Input: N, X, R:
Output: D, A
Comment: SLOPE curve - fits R versus X with a quadratic, using 3
points at a time, then equates the slope at the middle point to the
analytic derivative of the quadratic at that point. The analytic
derivative at the first and last point of the array is also used.
Coefficients A for only the last 3-point set are returned as output.
If any adjacent values in array X are identical, an error signal
(infinite slope) is printed.
Definitions
N = number of points in arrays X and R
X = independent variable array
R = dependent variable array
D = first derivitive, dR/dX
A = three coefficients in the quadratic equation R = A.XT. +t. A2X + A^
H , A , B : writing the above quadratic equation for three
adjacent points and eliminating A-, gives the matrix
equation
H ' (A]
where FH! « r 2
K = index for grouping arrays R, X, in sets of three
DD = value of the determinant of H
22
FIGURE 10























Purpose: to read in store geometric and aerodynamic properties
Called from: STORLD (main program)
Calls: (nothing)
Input: store data
Output: prints all input data; makes input data available to program
through common. Also, computes variables defined below
SETY, SETZ:= store fin roll angle sine and cosine parameters, used
in repeated location of field point for velocity
calculations in DISTURB
XBAR = distance from store section to reference CG divided by reference
diameter
Subroutine STRIPFN (strip function)
Purpose: to read input parameters which define the elementary source
strips used to represent the aircraft thickness envelope (other than




Output: Writes all input data
Comment: If Mach number is greater than one, STRIPFN checks for
strip sweep equal to Mach line sweep, and if so, increments the




Purpose: to print the expired time used in central processing
(CP time)
Called from: STORLD
Calls: SECOND (a system subroutine)
Input: (none)
Output: print CP time and its increment from the last time called
(in seconds)
Comment: permits easy determination of calculation time taken by
each separate calculation in the program.
Subroutine TITLES
Purpose: to read and write aircraft title, store title, and store
location title
Called from: STORLD (main program)
Calls: (none)
Input: mode signals IA, IS, IL
Output: titles are printed
Comments: "lA"is mode signal for aircraft title, "is"for store title,
"lL"for store location title
IA = 2 aircraft title is read and printed
IA = 1 title is printed, not read
IA = 0 title is not read or printed




Purpose: to call the subroutines used to compute the aircraft
representation
Called from: STORLD
Calls: START, COMPUT, WINGFN, PYLONFN, PRINTX, BODFN, STRIPFN
Comment: AIRCFT is an interface subroutine used for calling other
subroutines.
Subroutine COMPUT
Prupose: to perform preliminary computations on the aircraft wing




Input: wing input geometry, Mach number
Output: trigonometric functions of the wing section sweep and
dihedral angles; horseshoe vortex locations and control point locations
to represent the wing in compressible flow.
Comment: The Prandtl-Glauert transformation is used to account for
the effects of compressibility.
26
Subroutine EQSOL (equation solver)
Purpose: solves N simultaneous/ linear equations for N unknowns
by the augmented method of matrix inversion
Called from: (subsonic program) WINGFN, PYLONFN, NOSEFN
Calls: (nothing)
Input: H and B of matrix equation
[ H] . {ANS} = f B}
Output: [H] -1, fANS}
Definitions
A : matrix used to augment H ; becomes H by the calculation
H : input matrix of coefficients; H "1 is returned in the same
storage location to save space
It : row index of H and A
P : pivot element
N : number of unknowns ANS («= number of rows and columns in H )
27
FIGURE 11
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& [A] BY P
OPERATE ON[H] AND [A]
SIMILARLY
SUCH THAT
H (I,J) = 0
ALL J 4 I
>
1 *1
(ANS} = [A] {B}
[H] = [A]
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Purpose: To accurately calculate the lateral velocity induced by a
horseshoe vortex and acting at a field point which is close to the
plane of the vortex.
Called from: WING
Calls: VORTEX, SLOPE
Input: Vortex location and strength; adjacent vortex locations and
strengths, field point location.
Output: Perturbation velocities (u, v, w, UT, VT, w_)
Comment: This subroutine is used to calculate wing-induced velocities
normal to the pylon. The calculation is necessary because of the
close proximity of the pylon to the wing vortices. The input vortex
is divided spanwise into to a number of smaller horseshoe "sub-
vortices," as shown in the sketch. Circulations for these sub-vortices
are taken from a quadratic curve fit through the input vortex and two
adjacent vortices. In this way, the spanwise rate of change of
vorticity is numerically approximated, which permits accurate cal-
culation of spanwise velocity. Since vorticity is not interpolated
chordwise, the vertical and lateral perturbation velocity values do















coordinate distances between sub-vottex locations
field point location with origin, at the sub-vortex
circulation strengths of input vortex and two adjacent
vortices
sub-vortex induced velocities per unit circulation
strength












N = N + 1
X = X - DX
Y = Y - DY















Purpose: to compute the matrix of coefficients which relate the




Input: wing control point locations, wing horseshoe vortex geometry
and locations.
Output: coefficient matrix [nj, where
H(I, J) = velocity induced normal to wing at control point I,
by horseshoe vortex J.
Comments: a maximum of 40 horseshoe vortices are used to represent
the left wing. These vortices are mirror-imaged about the Y » 0
plane to represent the right wing. The horseshoe vortex lattice is
distributed chordwise and spanwlse.
Definitions
NU: vortex chordwise index
MU: vortex spanwise index
I : control point chordwise index
J : control point spanwise index
KC: control point combined index
JC: vortex combined index
32
Subroutine NOSE
Purpose: To compute the perturbation velocities produced by the
nose at a field point.
Called from: PARTS
Calls: (none)
Input: field point location in nose coordinates; locations and
strengths of the nose line singularities.











velocities due to nose thickness
velocities due to nose crossflow
field point location in nose coordinates, with origin
at nose apex and x-axls the axis of symmetry
number of nose singularities







Purpose: To compute source and doublet strengths used to represent
the aircraft fuselage nose
Called from: BODFN
Calls: EQSOL
Input: nose geometry; Mach number
Output: source and doublet strengths and locations
Comments: A distribution of line sources along the nose axis of
symmetry represents the flow field due to thickness. A similar
distribution of doublets represents the crossflow field. A system
of NBP linear simultaneous equations is used to satisfy the boundary
conditions, and these are solved in EQSOL by matrix inversion to











number of body points (input)
nose geometry input
slope of RB versus XB
apex locations of line source and doublets
axial termination point of line singularities
matrices of coefficients in the matrix equations
line source strengths
line doublet strengths
distribution of crossflow, taken constant at one degree
34
Subroutine PARTS
Purpose: to sum the velocity field contributed by the various
parts of the aircraft to obtain the total Interference flow field at
each field point.
Called from: DISTURB
Calls: WING, STRIP, NOSE, MATAD
Input: field point location In wing coordinates and nose coordinates
Output: total Interference velocity field at the field point
Comment: PARTS is an interface subprogram used to call other
subprograms.
Subroutine PRINTX






Purpose: to read pylon location and to compute vortex lattice used
to represent the pylon in the presence of the wing
Called from: AIRCFT
Calls: WING, VORTEX, EOSOL
Input: pylon vortex locations (read in), wing cross flow field at
pylon.
Output: pylon vortex circulation strengths.
Comment: subroutine PYLONFN computes the pylon vortex lattice by
the procedure very similar to that used to compute the wing vortex
lattice in subroutines COMPUT-WINGFN-MATRIX
Procedure: The following steps are performed by the subroutine in
order. FORTRAN variables are indicated.
1. Read the pylon vortex locations
2. Locate the pylon vortex images above the wing, using the wing"
as a plane of symmetry (YI, ZI, SI, etc.).
3. Compute the wing interference crossflow at the pylon face at
control points XP. Compute DW » crossflow due to wing angle
of attack. Compute DT = crossflow due to wing thickness.
4. Compute H = matrix of influence coefficients between pylon
vortex strengths and control point crossflow values} H(I, J) «
crossflow velocity at control point I produced by vortex J of
unit strength.
5. Invert H matrix (call EQSOL).
6. Use H to compute vortex circulation strengths (GAM due to wing
unit angle of attack, GAMC due to wing thickness).
36
Subroutine START




Output: Part of the data is printed out
Comment: Array size input parameters are checked to verify that
they do not exceed dimensions.
Subroutine STRIP
Purpose: to compute the perturbation velocities at a field point,
produced by the line source strips used to represent the aircraft
thickness envelope (other than wing and nose thickness).
Called from: PARTS
Calls: (none)
Input: field point location
Output: velocities (UT, VT, WT)
Comments: Source strips representing the inlet ramp are omitted
from the calculation if the field point is behind the inlet lip
(by use of index limit Nl).
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Subroutine THICK
Purpose: to compute the velocity at a field point, produced by
one spanwlse section of the wing thickness envelope.
Called from: WING
Calls: (none)
Input: field point location; wing spanvise section location
Output: perturbation velocities (UT, VT, WT)
38
Subroutine VORTEX
Purpose: to compute the velocity at one field point, produced by one
horseshoe vortex of unit circulation strength for incompressible flow.
Called from: MATRIX, PYLONFN, WING
Calls: (none)
Input: field point location, horseshoe vortex location and geometry
Output: perturbation velocities (u, v, w) per unit circulation
parameter F/ATT
Comments: The method used is to apply the Blot-Savart law to each
of the three linear segments of the horseshoe vortex. Sweep and
dihedral of the bound vortex is Included. The two trailing vortices
are assumed to be parallel to the wing X-coordinate axis. An error
signal is printed if the field point lies on a vortex filament..
Definitions
XP, Y, Z : field point coordinates referenced to the midpoint of
the bound vortex as the origin. System is assumed
parallel to the wing coordinate system.
S : half-distance between trailing vortices
SAL, CAL : sine and cosine of the sweep angle of the bound vortex
SPH, CPH : sine and cosine of the dihedral angle of the bound
vortex
HU, HV, HW: perturbation velocities (u, v, w), per unit vortex
circulation parameter r/4""





Purpose: to compute the perturbation velocities at a field point,
induced by the aircraft wing-pylon combination.
Called from: PARTS, PYLONFN, WINGFN
Calls: THICK, INTERP, VORTEX
Input: field point location
Output: perturbation velocities
Definitions (for flow diagram)
V : perturbation velocities (u, v, w, UT, v™, w_,)
J : wing vortex spanwise index
F : factor used to image right wing with left wing
NC : index value supplied by the calling subroutine in order to
specify the wing features to be included or omitted in the
calculation (NC =1, 2, or 3)
xiV : increment in perturbation velocities due to each wing element
NTV1: lower limit of index J, as defined by subroutine PYLONFN.
Using NTV1 = NTV + 1.removes the wing from the computation
and allows the wing-pylon interference alone to be calculated.
I : wing vortex chordwise index




ROUTINE WING LOGICAL FLOW (subsonic)
COMPUTE WING
THICKNESS AV,








V = V + AV
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Subroutine WINGFN
Purpose: To compute the circulation strengths of the wing horseshoe
vortex lattice; to compute wing lift and wing spanwise lift
distribution.
Called from: AIRCFT
Calls: WING, MATRIX, EQSOL
Input: Wing geometry, Mach number
Output: vortex circulation, and lift coefficient














vortex circulation T/ATT per unit angle of attack
in degrees
vortex circulation T/bit at zero aircraft angle
of attack
matrix of coefficients relating vortex circulation
strengths to the crossflow at the control points,
by the equations
[H] {GAM} - fowj-
[H] {GAMC} .
crossflow per unit wing angle of attack
crossflow due to wing camber, thickness, and linear
axial change of angle of attack
crossflow due to wing incidence
input for linear axial change of angle of attack
wing spanwise lift distribution
wing lift coefficient per degree angle of attack
wing lift coefficient at zero aircraft angle of attack
wing area over reference area
42
FIGURE 14






















Purpose: To call the routines required to represent the aircraft
wing, pylon, nose, and other thickness surfaces.
Called from: STORLD
Calls: GENRAT, START, WINGFN, DNWASH, PYLONFN, BODFN, STRIPFN
Comment: AIRCFT is an interface routine used for calling other
routines. It makes no computations.
44
Subroutine DIAFRM
Purpose: To compute the source strengths in the Mach boxes on the
diaphragm used to represent the crossflow field of the wing and pylon.
Called from: DNWASH, PYLONFN
Calls: (none)
Input: source values on the planform} Mach box indexing defining
the planform and the size of diaphragm.
Output: source values on the diaphragm; spanwise pressure distri-




















matrix of source values (dovrroash) known on the plan-
form, and to be calculated on the diaphragm
BETA
index limit for I, defining diaphgram size (see sketch 5)
J index at planform tip (sketch 5)
J index at diaphragm tip (sketch 5)
I Index of planform leading edge and trailing edge,
arrays versus J
signal that defines diaphragm size (see sketch 5)
chordwise index of DW (sketch 4)
spanwise index of DW (sketch 4)
up-index for C (sketch 4)
over-index for C (sketch 4)
limit indices for L, M for which values of C(L, M) and
CU(L) have been computed In Routine GENRAT.
aerodynamic influence coefficients (see routine GENRAT)
a planar wing (or pylon) surface
surface behind the Mach line coplanar with (and excluding)
the planform
axial perturbation velocity divided by free stream velocity
negative of chordwise sum of UV at each spanwise section
number of Mach boxes on the planform at each spanwise
section.
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Comments: routine DIAFRM computes the value of the parameter "SUM"
at each box I, J, defined as
SUM(I, J) = V [DWd1, J1) * C(L, M) + DW(I', J) * CU(L)j
MACH
FOREGONE
where (I1, J1) are all Mach boxes in the Mach forecone of box (I, J),
and (L, M) are the corresponding index values of the aerodynamic
influence coefficients which relate box (I1, J1) to box (I, J)
(see sketch 1 for indexing convention).
If box (I, J) is on the diaphragm, its value of downwash, DW,
is computed by the equation for zero axial perturbation velocity:
DW (I, J) = SUM
If the box (I, J) is on the planform, its value DW is known at call
time, and therefore the axial perturbation velocity may be computed
by the equation:
uv = SUM - DW (I. J)
B
By calculating the value of DW (I, J) using the I, J order explained
in Reference 1, the values of DW (I1, J1) used in the computation
for SUM are always known.
Computation of the parameter SUM is done in 4 parts, corresponding
to the 4 numbered areas marked by dashed lines in sketch 2. The









SIM3 \ > C(L, M) x DW(I - L 4- 1, J - M)
/ - , *•• . - •
L'/ M-/
I-l
CU(L) x DW(I - L, J)
and SUM = SUMX 4- SUM2 + SUM3 +
The computation of SUM in the first 3 areas is accomplished by
multiple indexing of one double-DO loop in routine DIAFRM. The values
of the index parameters used to accomplish this are listed in Table II.



















































































Purpose: To compute the geometric functions GX, GY, GZ, relating
field point location to source box location, and which are required
to calculate the velocities at the field point induced by the source
box. .
Called from: WING, PYLON, THICK
Calls: (none)
Input: Field point location; source box location; S; BETA
Output: GX, GY, GZ, SIG
Comment: Mathematical development of the functions GX, GY, GZ is
contained in Reference 2. Routine DIFIN relates only two corners of
the source box to the field point each time it is called. Thus,
XI, Yl, Zl is the location of the leading edge or the trailing edge
of the source box. The calling routine calls DIFIN once for the
leading edge and once for the trailing edge of the source box, then
uses the increment in GX, GY, GZ to compute the induced velocities.
Definitions
X, Y, Z : field point location
XI, Yl, Zl: source strip location
S : half-width of source strip
GX, GY, GZ: geometric functions used in computing u, v, w,
respectively
SIG : signal which, when non-zero, indicates to the calling
routine that the field point is out of the Mach cone
influence of the source strip
51
Subroutine DNWASH (downwash)
Purpose: To compute the source strength distribution over the wing
leading edge diaphragm and tip diaphragm; to read/write/punch same;
to compute wing lift coefficient
Called from: AIRCFT
Calls: DIAFRM, LIFT
Input: Mach box source strength and locations on the wing
Output: Source strengths on the diaphragm
Definitions (for flowchart)
IG, IP, IW: input control numbers for generate-punch-wrlte
DK and DW
DK : diaphragm Mach box source strengths due to wing camber,
twist, linear axial change of crossflow
DW : diaphragm source strengths due to unit aircraft angle
of attack
aA/C : a*-rcraft angle of attack
52
FIGURE 15















Purpose: To generate the Zartarlan constants, the Mach box Influence
coefficients used in routine DIAFKM for computing the Mach box source
strengths on the wing and pylon diaphragms.
Called from: AIRCFT
Calls: (none)
Input: Number of rows and columns of coefficients to be generated
(LU and MO read in).
Subroutine LIFT
Purpose: To compute wing lift coefficient.
Called from: DNWASH
Calls: (none)
Input: Spanwise pressure distribution
Output: Spanwise lift distribution and total lift coefficient
Definitions
NSS : number of spanwise wing sections
SL : axial perturbation velocity summed in chordwise direction
at each spanwise section (negative of)
NS : number of Mach boxes on the wing surface at each spanwise
section
CLAD : lift coefficient referenced to wing surface area (Mach
box approximation)




Purpose: To compute the field point velocity produced by the nose
Called from: PARTS
Calls: (none)
Input: Field point location; strengths and locations of line sources
and doublets representing the nose










velocities due to axial flow
velocities due to crossflow
field point location in nose coordinates, nose apex as
origin and X-axis the axis of symmetry
number of line singularities
V M 1W J.
dummy variable, for compatibility with subsonic program
line singularity apex locations
line source and doublet strength parameters
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Subroutine NOSEFN
Purpose: To compute the strengths of the line sources and doublets




Output: Source and doublet strengths and locations
Comments: Input points which do not fall inside the Mach cone of
the apex are omitted from the calculation. An error signal results
if the nose points are not in order of ascending axial location.
Subroutine PARTS
Purpose: To call the routines used to compute the velocities
produced by the various aircraft components; to sum these component
effects.
Called from: DISTURB
Calls: WING, PYLON, STRIP, NOSE, MATAD
Input: Field point location in wing coordinates and in nose coordinates.
Outputt Field point perturbation velocities u, v, w due Ee aircraft
angle of attack, and u , VT, w due to aircraft thickness.
56
Subroutine PRINTX





Purpose: To compute the field point velocity produced by the pylon
Called from: PARTS
Calls: DIFIN
Input: Field point location
Output: Velocities (u, v, w, UT, VT, WT)
Comment: The calculation procedure for routine PYLON is the same
as routine WING and will not be repeated here. The only difference
is that routine PYLON removes the field point from the tip diaphragm
if necessary, then interpolates the resulting u, w, i^, WT velocities
toward zero on the diaphragm. This is done to avoid numerical
inaccuracies of the Mach box method.
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Subroutine PYLONFN
Purpose: To compute the Mach box source values used to represent
the pylon in the presence of wing crossflow.
Called from: AIRCFT
Calls: WING, DIAFRM
Input: Pylon geometry (read In); wing crossflow
Output: Pylon Mach box locations and strengths
Cotmnents: The organization of PYLOWFN and the notation are very
similar to that of the routines WINGFN - DNWASH for computing wing
source values.
Definitions (for flowchart)
DW : matrix of pylon Mach box source strengths proportional
to wing angle of attack («DWP)
DK : matrix of pylon Mach box source strengths proportional
to wing camber, twist, and thickness (=DKP)*
JDIP : number of spanwise divisions of Mach boxes used to represent
the pylon and its tip diaphragm
IG, IP : input control variables for generating and punching
the DW and DK matrices
*The Indexing for matrices DW and DK is that required by routine
DIAFRM. The DW, DK values are then transferred to the DWP, DKP
matrices, which have indexing for more efficient use of space.
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FIGURE 16

























Output: Dimensions are checked; some variables are printed1
Subroutine STRIP
Purpose: To compute the field point velocity produced by the source
strips used to represent the aircraft thickness envelope (other
than wing and nose).
Called from: PARTS
Calls: SWP
Input: Field point location
Output: Velocities . (u-j., v^, w^ ,)
Comment: Strips representing the inlet ramp are excluded from the
calculation of the field point inside the Mach cone of the inlet lip
(using index Nl). if the field point lies on the body surface of the
store, STRIP shifts the field point X-coordinate to be on the Mach
cone intersecting the store section midpoint and with apex being on
the nearest tip edge of the strip being computed (by use of control
index ISW). This is done to avoid large erroneous body pressure
loading predictions as discussed in Reference 2 (Part II).
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Subroutine S¥P (sweep)
Purpose: To compute the flow velocities at a field point induced by
a planar source strip of parallelogram planform.
Called from: STRIP
Calls: (none)
Input: Field point location ; source strip location, geometry, and
strength
Output: Velocities (UT> VT, WT)
Comment: The mathematics of computing the velocity field are taken
from Woodward (Reference 12 of Reference 2 (Part II)). The source
strip is here allowed to be swept, as opposed to subroutine DIFIN,
where only rectangular source strips are considered. The strip
sweep may be either greater or less than the Mach wave sweep.
The case of the strip sweep equal to the Mach wave sweep is not
considered, and is excluded by subroutine STRIPFN. The strip leading
and trailing edges have the same sweep, and the tip edges are parallel
to the X-coordinate direction.
Definitions
F, G : unit values changing sign alternately as each of the
four corners of the strip is considered.
XP, YP, RP, DP: corresponds to the notation used in Reference 12 of
Reference 2 (Part II), for the transformed coordinates
V* V1 *. I A »X , Y , r , d .
DX, DY, DZ,R,D: corresponds to the notation used in Reference 12 of
Reference 2 (Part II), for the geometric distances
X, Y, r, d.
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Subroutine THICK
Purpose: To compute the field point velocity produced by the distri-
bution of wing thickness located at one spanwise section.
Called from: WING
Calls: DIFIN
Input: Field point location] Index of wing section used; velocity
functions GX, GY, GZ at the wing leading edge.
Output: Velocities (UT, VT, WT)
Comments; Routine THICK computes velocity due to sources on the wing
using a procedure similar to that used In routine WING for computing
velocity due to sources on the diaphragm of the wing.
Definitions
X, Y, Z : field point location
XI, YSJ : X-Y location of wing section leading edge
J : wing section spanwise index
XT, YYSS:: geometric parameters which determine If and where the
Mach forecone of the field point intersects the wing section
TH2, DW2 : incremental velocity parameters used depending on
tests of XT, YYSS
UT, VT, WT: field point velocities
GX2, GY2, GZ2: geometric velocity functions relating field point
to wing section leading edge (computed In DIFIN)
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Subroutine WING
Purpose: To compute the field point velocity produced by the wing.
Called from: PARTS, PYLONFN
Calls: DIFIN, THICK
Input: Field point location
Output: Velocities (u, v, w), (UT, VT, WT)
Comment: The wing is represented by a. rectangular grid of Mach
boxes, and routine WING sums the Influence of these to compute
velocity. Mach boxes located ahead of the wing and off the wing tip
form a diaphragm which accounts for the flow field due to angle of attack.
The field point is assumed not to be within the zone of influence
of the wing wake. Wing symmetry about Y = 0 is assumed. See
Reference 2 for a geometric and mathematical explanation.
Definitions (for flow chart)
V : velocities u, v, w, u^, Vj, w^
SYS : sign factor for coordinate Y, determining left or right
wing
J : Mach box spanwise Index
K : chordwise index of first non-zero source strength
GX, GY, GZ: geometric factors from corners of Mach box to field
point, proportional to induced velocities
YSS, XT, DX: parameters which determine if the Mach forcone of
the field point intersects the Mach box
DW2, TH2 : additional velocity components at the field point if the
Mach box lies on the Mach forcone of the field point
NSS : maximum value of J on wing





































Output: Mach box source strengths on wing; coordinate locations and
indexing for Mach box grid on wing and on diaphragm.
Comment: Note from the list of definitions that wing camber and twist
are included in both matrices DK and DT. This is done to save computing
time when these values are used in routine WING. Thus, DT uses
fewer boxes (not Mach boxes) and accounts for all wing geometric













X-Y locations of Mach box spanwise Sections at leading
edge of wing
tangent of leading edge sweep angle
Beta
wing diaphragm Mach forecone apex, X location at Y = 0
chordwise index values of Mach boxes on leading edge
and on trailing edge of wing at each spanwise section
Mach box source strengths due to-" angle of attack
source strengths due to camber, twist, and/or linear
axial variation of crossflow
source strengths due to thickness, camber, and twist
Mach box chordwise index at the first spanwise section
of the wing tip (see routine DIAFRM)
input, number of spanwise sections
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FIGURE 18




















The program makes extensive use of labeled COMMON statements.
The variables contained In these COMMON statements are defined In
this section. These definitions are Intended as an aid to the
understanding of the FORTRAN coding. For this purpose the definitions
are concise. Additional definitions pertinent to each subroutine
are contained In the previous section. A more detailed list of
definitions for the input and output variables is presented in
Reference 1.
As variables are encountered in the coding, it is sometimes
desired to know where they originate. This information for the
variables in the COMMON lists is presented in Table III.
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TABLE III


















































blank Common - velocity field and' store crossflow parameters
H - used in matrix operations
U (I, J, K) - interference velocity field
I for u, v, w, UT, VT> w-j-
J for Y-Z location
K for X location
ALY, ALZ - Y, Z crossflow at body
BY, BZ - Y, Z buoyancy factors
VS, WS - Y, Z crossflow at fin root
VD, WD - spanwise rate of change of crossflow at fin
ARS - fin roll crossflow
ARD - spanwise rate of change of ARS
ALYD, ALZD - X derivative of ALY, ALZ












Common CIO - - store traverse parameters
XM, YM, ZM - reference point location
XT - traverse length
XLFMW - store incidence relative to wing








store reference CG distance from nose
reference diameter
number of store axial sections
NMS
section length
CG X-location at start of traverse
fin tip maximum span v body radius
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nose radius at XB




Jommon C13 - nose parameters
NBP - number of body (control) points
XNOSE, YNOSE,
ZNOSE - apex location
ALFNW - nose angle relative to wing
SNW, CNW - sine and cosine of ALFNW
SUP - BETA
SUB2 - BETA squared
XBL - body length















- X, Y, Z location
- semi-span
- number of strips
- number of inlet ramp strips
- inlet lip location
- sine and cosine of dihedral angle
- slope of thickness surface
- chord
- sine and cosine of sweep angle
- parameter combining DXST, THST
Common C17 - store location parameters
SETY, SETZ - trig functions of roll angle, defined in STORE, used
in DISTURD-PARTS to locate fins
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SRA, CRA - sine and cosine of ROLL
ROLL - store fin roll angle (4- clockwise)
NK - number of axial sections in the traverse line
Common C21 - store section properties
CNF - fin force coefficient in constant crossflow
CNPF - fin force coefficient in crossflow changing spanwise
linearly
FCP - fin spanwise CP T ref. diameter
CNLA - body force coefficient per unit length in constant
crossflow
RS - local body radius •£• ref. radius
FT - local fin span -r ref. radius
IDW - index of sections affected by downwash of the wing-tail
type
EP (I, J) - downwash at section I -r crossflow at section J
CNLD - section force coefficient per unit axial rate of change
of crossflow
XBAR - section moment arm to ref. CG -r ref. diameter
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Subsonic Group
Common Cl - wing spanwise section parameters and chordwise geometry.




















- mean' line slopes (camber)




- vortex X location
- circulation per degree ot
- circulation at zero a









quarter chord sweep angle
taper ratio
Common C4 - index limits for wing and pylon. All are input but NTV1
For Wing
NTV - number of trailing vortices
NBV - number of bound vortices
NCP - number of control points
XTV - NTV
XBV - NBV
NRW - number of right wing trailing vortices
NTV1 - NTV + 1,-or 1
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For Pylon
NJI - number of wing vortices to be interpolated
JI - J index of wing vortices to be interpolated
NPL - number = 1
NVP - NPV
NPV - number of pylon (trailing) vortices
NTV2 - NTV + NPV + NPV
IWING - input control parameter











- thickness envelope slopes
- number of thickness sections per chord
- NTC
Common Cl9 - wing and pylon vortex and source trig functions
SSA, SCA - sine and cosine of source strip sweep angle
SDA, CDA - sine and cosine of source strip dihedral angle
SVA, CVA - sine and cosine of wing vortex sweep angle












sine of dihedral angle
cosine of dihedral angle
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Supersonic Group









Common C2 - Mach box aerodynamic influence coefficients (AIC's)
CU - influence coefficients from boxes at same axial section,
forward of box being influenced.
C - influence coefficients from boxes to either side and
forward of box being influenced
LU, MO - limit index of influencing box, L-up and M-Over,
from box being influenced













number of spanwise sections




number of sections, including tip diaphragm
Mach box chordwise. limit index at .section NSS + 1
Mach box maximum X location
X location of wing apex
tangent of leading edge sweep angle
section semi-span
2 x BETA x S
Common C8 - wing matrix of source strengths
DW
DK
Mach box source strengths per degree angle of attack






- source strengths due to bamber, twist, and thickness
(not Mach Box)
- chord fractional parts
- section leading edge index
Common C15 - pylon parameters
DWP - Mach Box source strengths per degree aircraft angle of
attack
DKP - Mach Box source strength due to wing camber, twist,
thickness
ILE - section leading edge index
ITE - section trailing edge index
IPS - chordwise index for printing, punching, writing of
DWP, DKP
XS - section leading edge X-location
ZS - section Z-location
CS - section chord length
YP - pylon Y-location
Zl - pylon upper Z location
APEXP - apex X location
SP - section semi-spn
BSP - 2 x BETA • SP
IIP - maximum chordwise index at section NSSP + 1
JDIP - maximum section index at diaphragm tip
NSSP - number of sections in pylon span (=2)









section thickness scale factor
section incidence angle
chordwise thickness distribution
mean line slopes for camber
camber scale factor
section trailing edge index
proportional to section lift
number of Mach Boxes per section
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APPENDIX A: SHOCK PROGRAM
Program SHOCK Is separate from program STORLD. Its purpose is
to compute the locations of the aircraft shock waves in supersonic
flow. This information is outputted in the form of the parameter
DSHIFT, defined as the distance of the shock wave ahead of the forward
Mach wave at the store traverse location. Values of DSHIFT are
outputted for the aircraft nose, inlet, and pylons. These values are
used as input to program STORLD in supersonic flow.
Program Organization
Figure A-l presents the overall logical flow of program SHOCK.
This is a flowchart of the main program. Provision for run stacking
of store location, aircraft geometry, and Mach number has been
included.
Figure A-2 is a communication diagram for program SHOCK. This
shows the calling relationships between subroutines. General calling
sequence is from left to right. The purpose of each of these sub-
routines is presented in the next section.
Subroutine Explanations
















Each routine will now be explained, with the exception of routine SLOPE ,
which is identical to that explained in the main text of this manual.
A-l
FIGURE A-l





















































Purpose: To compute the shock wave distance ahead of the Mach wave




Input: Body apex location; body shape; shock apex angle; Mach number
Output: DSHIFT, distance along traverse line from Mach wave to
shock wave.
Comment: Routine ATTACH uses a step-increment procedure to locate
the shock intersection with the traverse line, starting at point (1)















shock apex location, same as body apex location
input, shock apex angle (half cone)
body apex half-cone angle
circular arc length from body apex to shoulder, used to
approximate the body shape




K value used as shock scale factor (see APPENDIX A of
Reference 2)
X-coordinate of intersection of traverse line with Mach
wave
traverse line radial coordinate at XMINT
radial coordinate of shock wave (initially at X = XMINT)













Input: Call parameters defined below
Output: XPDP defined below
Comment: The value of XPDP is computed by the equation
XPDP = (.5) (C) cot (DDET)
where C is a function of DELTA such that
At DELTA = DDET, C = 1.0
At DELTA = 90° , C = .7
And the variation of XPDP with DELTA is elliptic. The shape of the
elliptic curve is determined by the conditions that (1) the slope of
the curve is zero at DELTA = 0, and (2) the slope at DELTA = DDET is
the same as the slope of the curve
XPDP = .5 cot (DELTA)
Definitions







body apex half-angle (input)
tangent of DDET
ratio XP/DP (see sketch)
distance from shock apex to effective shoulder of body







Purpose: To compute the shock wave distance ahead of the Mach wave




Input: Body defined as nose, inlet, or pylon; store traverse line
location; Mach functions.
Output: DSHIFT = distance between Mach wave and shock wave at
traverse line.
Comment: To define the nose shock, an equivalent body is constructed,
using a cone-cylinder (see sketch). The cone passes through point
(P), defined as the point where the body slope angle equals DDET
(compare with sketch of routine CCALC). This is done to better locate
the shock in the far field for shocks that are nearly attached, as
explained in Reference 2.
Definitions
LTYPE : index for type of body to be considered (nose = -1,
inlet = 0, pylon = 1)
DELTA : nose semi-vertex angle
DDET : maximum DELTA for attached shock
XDP, DP : see sketch
XPDP : ratio XP/DP defined in CCALC
XSN, XMN : X location of intersection of traverse line with
shock wave and Mach wave, respectively, for nose shock
DSHIFT : see output
DELTAI : DELTA for inlet
XP, XO : see sketch
XSI, XMI : corresponding values of XSN, XMN for inlet shock
XQ : same as XP
XSP, XMP : corresponding values of XSN, XMN for pylon shock
A-8
TAND, C, XOTHERM: defined in MACHFN
BETASQ : Mach Function
LP : pylon index






ROUTINE DETACH LOGICAL FLOW






















































Purpose: To calculate those parameters required by the program which
are functions of Mach number.
Called from: SHOCK
Calls: TABLEA
Input: Mach number, BM











empirical parameter used to determine shock stand-off
distance (defined in appendix A, Referenced)
maximum body slope angle for attached shock
a function of BETA, ES, and ETA, used in the equation
for XO, the detached shock asymptote apex location







parameters T) and eg used in the equation for detached
shock asymptote location (see appendix A, Reference 2)
A-12
Subroutine PERCPT
Purpose: To compute the axial coordinate of the intersection of a
detached shock wave surface, or Mach wave surface, with the store
traverse line. This intersection is called the piercing point.
Called from: DETACH
Calls: (none)
Input: Parameters defining equation of surface and line.
Output: XS, piercing point X-coordinate
Comment: The shock wave surface is a hyperboloid and the Mach wave
surface is a cone, both with symmetry about the X axis. Combining
the equation for this surface with the equation of the line gives an
equation for XS of the form
Al (XS)2 + Bl (XS) + Cl - 0
which is solved by the quadratic formula.
Definitions
2
Al : parameter 1 - (/3A)
BETASQ : M2 - 1 = 0 2
A, B, YM : parameters defining the traverse line as follows
Y = YM (constant)
Z = B 4- A-X
XT, YT, ZT: coordinates of apex of shock (Mach) surface
ATERM : distance from XT to asymptote (=XO in sketch with routine
DETACH), which defines the equation of the shock surface
as follows
2 2 2 7 7 2
X = (ATERM) + j3 Y + p Z
Note ATERM = 0 for the Mach cone
A-13
Subroutine START




Output: Input variables are written; dimensions are checked for
ryer-run; parameters defined below are computed.
Definitions
RNOSE : maximum nose radius
XARC : X-length of circular arc used to approximate nose for
attached shock calculations (as tangent ogive with semi-
vertex angle DELTA)
DRDXB : slope of body, derivative of RB versus XB
Function TABLEA
Purpose: To compute the value of the dependent variable at a
specified value Of the independent variable using a table of given
values.
Called from: MACHFN, ATTACH
Calls: (none)
Input: XIN; X; Y; NPTS
Output: TABLEA
Comment: Linear interpolation is used
Definitions
XIN : specified value of the Independent variable
X : independent variable array
Y : dependent variable array
NPTS ; number of points In each array X, Y
TABLEA : value of Y at X - XIN
A-14
APPENDIX B - Test Cases
This Appendix presents input data and output listings for test
case runs of programs STORLD - subsonic, STORLD - supersonic, and
program SHOCK. The purpose of these test case runs is to provide a
sample output the reader may use to verify that the programs are
running properly. For this purpose, the test cases have been constructed
to include all major computing modes with as short a run time as
possible. Test case aircraft input geometry is based on the F-4 air-
craft. However, the condition of short run times disallowed an accurate
representation of the aircraft. Store geometry for the test case runs
is taken from Figure 14 of Reference 1, part I.
Program STORLD - Subsonic
Figure B-l lists the test case input data for program STORLD -
subsonic. Refer to Reference 1, Part I fot data format. The subsonic
version of program STORLD occupies less than 50,000 octal storage spaces.
The test case runs require 6.1 seconds of computing time on a CDC 6400
computer. The test cases consist of three stacked runs labeled:
1. Wing with camber, twist, and pylon
2. Fuselage nose
3. Inlet
Figure B-2 lists the output for these data. These runs are
separate to aid in isolating any difficulty in matching the test case
output. Subroutines exclusively affecting the output for each run are:
B-l
run 1: START, COMPUT, WINGFN, PYLONFN, INTERP, VORTEX, WING,
THICK, EQSOL
run 2: BODFN, NOSEFN, NOSE, SLOPE
run 3: STRIPFN, STRIP
Program STORLD - Supersonic
Figure B-3 lists the test case input data for program STORLD -
supersonic. Refer to Reference 2 (Part II)for data format. The super-
sonic version of program STORLD occupies less than 55,000 octal storage
spaces. The test case runs require 8 seconds* of computing time on a
CDC 6400 computer. The test cases consist of three stacked runs,
labeled the same as the subsonic test cases and similarly used to
isolate the effectiveness of various portions of the program.
Figure B-4 lists the output for these data. Subroutines exclusively
affecting the output for each run are:
run 1: DIAFRM, DNWASH, GENRAT, LIFT, PYLON, PYLONFN, START,
THICK, WING, WINGFN, DIFIN
run 2: BODFN, NOSEFN, NOSE, SLOPE
run 3: STRIPFN, STRIP, SWP
Program SHOCK
Program SHOCK occupies less than 27,000 octal storage spaces.
Figure B-5 lists the test case input data. Refer to Reference 2
Run time is greatly reduced by use of the input values LU = 5, MO = 10,
though larger values are required to accurately calculate wing and
pylon crossflow.
B-2
(Part II) for input format. Figure B-6 lists the output for these data.
The test case runs require less than one second of computing time on
a CDC 6400 computer.
The test cases consist of two stacked runs. The first run features
the F-4 aircraft nose, inlet, and pylon at Mach 1.2. This run demon-
strates the detached shock capability of the program. The second run
features the nose at Mach 2.0 and serves to check-out the attached
shock capability of the program. Subroutines used exclusively by each
run are:
run 1: DETACH, PERCPT, CCALC
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